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IJHD is an interdisciplinary journal that seeks to broaden our
understanding of 'happiness' and how it may relate to
development from economic, political, psychological, and/or
sociological perspectives. The journal entertains all definitions
of happiness, including 'subjective well-being' or 'life
satisfaction' commonly used terms in economics. It
welcomes rigorous and scientific papers that provide
theoretical or empirical investigations which improve our
understanding of how happiness is generated and how it
may relate to development interpreted at both micro and
macro levels.
Topics covered include:
• Determinants or consequences of
happiness
• Country or societal development
• Development economics
• Economic and other forms of development
• Individual or cross-country studies
• Human development
• Living standards and quality of life
• Education and health
• Technology, communications and
infrastructure
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Trade and environment
Foreign aid other international flows
Inequality in development or happiness
International relations, happiness and
development
• Peace, conflict resolution, development and
happiness
• Additional topics, such as those at
http://worlddatabaseofhappiness.eur.nl/
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